R O OT S O F T H E W I N E

T

he Villa Wolf estate was founded in 1756 by Johann Ludwig Wolf and was a highly
regarded winery for more than two centuries. It entered an especially glamorous era
in 1843 with the construction of an Italianate estate house and villa, which give the estate
its current name. In the latter years of the 20th century, however, the vineyards and winery
fell into a period of neglect until Ernst Loosen took them over in 1996, launching a dramatic turnaround in the estate’s quality and reputation.
Ernst Loosen’s goal at Villa Wolf is to make full-bodied, traditionally crafted Pfalz wines
to complement the lighter, more delicate Dr. Loosen wines from the Mosel. In addition
to Riesling, the Pfalz region has a long tradition with other classic grape varieties, which
has allowed Ernst to expand his winemaking palette to include Gewürztraminer, Pinot
Blanc, Pinot Gris and Pinot Noir.
At both the Dr. Loosen estate in the Mosel and the Villa Wolf estate in the Pfalz, Ernst
strives to make authentic wines that convey the stylistic traditions of each region, the
character of each grape variety, and the distinctive terroir of each vineyard site.

The entrance to the Italianate Villa Wolf estate house, designed by famed German architect Friedrich Eisenlohr.
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T H E P FA L Z R E G I O N

L

ocated in the heart of the Pfalz
(pronounced “faults”) region of
Germany, Villa Wolf lies between the
Haardt Mountains and the Rhine
River, directly north of France’s
Alsace region. The mountains are
relatively small, but they protect the
Pfalz from cold, wet Atlantic weather,
making it one of the warmer and drier
areas of Germany. This climate makes
it possible to achieve full ripeness in
every vintage—the key to making
wines with rich concentration, fine
balance and deep character.

The gently sloping Haardt Mountains run north-south
along the west rim of the Rhine valley and protect the
Pfalz region from cold, wet Atlantic weather.

Königswingert
Belz
Pechstein

Goldbächel

VILLA WOLF

Detail from a reconstruction of the 1828 vineyard classification map of the Mittelhaardt area of the Pfalz region. The
finest vineyards (grand cru) are colored orange, premier cru sites are yellow, and villages vineyards are pale yellow.
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T R U E P FA L Z

T

he quality concept at Villa Wolf
is to produce wines that express
the pure, authentic terroir of the
region. Made in the classic style of the
Pfalz, Villa Wolf wines exude fully
ripe fruit flavors with a characteristic
stoniness in the aroma.
Since 2011, the estate has been managed by a talented and dedicated
young couple who met while working
at Dr. Loosen. Patrick Möllendorf
and Sumi Gebauer have brought
renewed energy and focus to the viticulture and winemaking at Villa Wolf.
Their wine philosophy is based on the
belief that great wines are grown in
the vineyard. They work closely with
nature, using sustainable practices to
nurture biodiversity in the vineyards
and to maintain a healthy and diverse
microbiology in the soil. This is
essential to producing wines that
express the true character of the
grapes and the soil.
Patrick and Sumi extend their philosophy into the cellar, focusing on
gentle handling of the wine throughout the entire process. They work with
traditional vinification methods, such
as fermentation and aging in large,
neutral oak casks, and spontaneous
fermentation with natural yeasts.

Winemakers Patrick Möllendorf and Sumi Gebauer
manage the vineyards and cellar at Villa Wolf.

Maintaining a healthy and diverse vineyard ecosystem is
important for producing wines with a true Pfalz character.

Certain Villa Wolf wines are fermented and matured in
traditional oak casks.
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VA R I E TA L W I N E S

T

his value-priced line of varietal wines shows the true character of the traditional
varieties grown in the warm and sunny Pfalz region. These wines are produced with
estate grapes blended with fruit from contracted growers. They are vinified in a clean,
crisp style—no over-ripeness, no botrytis, no malolactic fermentation in the white
wines—that makes them ideal wines for everyday enjoyment.
VILLA WOLF GEWÜRZTRAMINER

VILLA WOLF SAUVIGNON BLANC

Clean, fruity and wonderfully light on its
feet. It shows off the aromatic charm of
the variety without being heavy.

This is produced in a fresh and juicy style,
with the aromatic character of the variety
and a crisp backbone of acidity.

VILLA WOLF PINOT BLANC

VILLA WOLF PINOT NOIR ROSÉ

Very pure and fruity, with the crisp edge
of the variety’s naturally bright acidity.

A true rosé, with a lovely salmon color. Light
and refreshing, with bright fruit flavors.

VILLA WOLF PINOT GRIS

VILLA WOLF PINOT NOIR

Made in a fruit-forward, yet dry style that
works well with many foods.

Warm and medium-bodied, with a firm
acid structure, a smoky depth and a nice
touch of earthy tannins.

VILLA WOLF RIESLING DRY

Produced from healthy, ripe fruit that
is vinified in the traditional, mediumbodied dry style of the Pfalz region.
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VILLA WOLF DORNFELDER

A dark, fruity, medium-bodied red wine
with velvety tannins.

V I L L A G E V I N E YA R D
WAC H E N H E I M E R | H E A RT O F T H E M I T T E L H A A R DT

T

he village of Wachenheim (pronounced “vahk-en-hime”) lies at
the center of the esteemed Mittelhaardt area of the Pfalz, which
historically has been the source of the region’s finest wines. Here, the
well-drained, weathered sandstone soils produce pure, fruit-driven
wines with a distinctive stony character.
The Villa Wolf Wachenheimer Riesling comes from a single-vineyard
site, called Königswingert (“King’s Vineyard”), but is labeled only with
the village name. This excellent site lies just to
the north of the village and is rated as an
Erste Lage (premier cru) vineyard.

The light, sandy loam soil of the vineyards in
Wachenheim produces bright, fruit-forward wine.
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S E C O N D - G R O W T H V I N E YA R D
WACHENHEIMER BELZ | MONOPOLE OF VILLA WOLF

T

he Belz (pronounced “belts”) vineyard, one of the finest in the
village of Wachenheim, is the only site in the area with a significant amount of shell limestone in the soil. It produces distinctive
wines with a rounded structure and an engaging grapefruit note in the
aroma. A captivating stony perfume emerges from the wine as it
matures. This site is wholly owned by the Villa Wolf estate.

Calcium-rich fossilized limestone makes
the Wachenheimer Belz vineyard
unique in the Pfalz.
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F I R S T- G R O W T H V I N E YA R D
FORSTER PECHSTEIN | THE BLACK STONE OF FORST

P

echstein (pesh-stine) is one of the greatest vineyard sites in the
Pfalz. It lies on the gentle, east-facing slope that extends from
behind the village of Forst up toward the Haardt Mountains. The
name refers to the black basalt stones in the soil, which give the wines
a firm backbone. Of all the vineyards at Villa Wolf, Pechstein produces the most assertive, mineral-driven Rieslings.

Black basalt stones add a racy minerality
to the sandy loam soil of Pechstein.
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Villa Wolf
Weinstrasse I
D-67157
Wachenheim, Germany

tel (+49) 6571-1463-0

fax (+49) 6571-1463-28
villawolf.com

info@villawolf.com

